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Abstract
Application-aware adaptation is the key to maintaining ac-
ceptable quality when resources become scarce. Application-
oblivious responses to resource scarcity, such as TCP con-
gestion control, may fairly reallocate a diminishing resource
pool, but only the application knows how to adjust its fidelity
under resource scarcity. Unfortunately, modern container-
orchestration platforms like Kubernetes do not offer good
support for application-aware adaptation. Thus, this pa-
per presents a set of orchestration extensions to support
application-aware adaption called BumbleBee. BumbleBee
provides a clean abstraction for making decisions about net-
work data using application semantics. Experiments with a
BumbleBee prototype show that it can help a video-analytics
application utilize cloud resources when available and operate
without interruption when disconnected, and it can help the
Fugu video server eliminate all stalling while sacrificing only
6-24% mean resolution.
1 Introduction
The challenge of managing complex distributed applications
has led to the rise of container-orchestration platforms like
Borg [37], Kubernetes [17], and Docker Swarm [12]. Devel-
opers configure an orchestrator with sets of physical or virtual
machines, container images, and performance and reliability
objectives. At runtime the orchestrator monitors application
metrics and updates a mapping of named tasks to machines
in order to meet the developer’s objectives.
Orchestrators do their best to maintain consistent perfor-
mance and reliability while keeping resource usage propor-
tional to load. As conditions change, orchestrators can launch
tasks to satisfy bursts of new requests, kill tasks when utiliza-
tion drops, and load-balance traffic among tasks. However,
even perfect orchestration cannot ensure good performance
and reliability when machine failure, network hiccups, and
under-provisioning cause resources to become scarce.
Application-oblivious responses to resource scarcity, such
as TCP congestion control, try to provide fair allocation of lim-
ited resources, but only the application knows how to adjust
its fidelity under resource scarcity. For example, a machine-
learning (ML) application can reduce its fidelity by switching
to a simpler inference model with lower accuracy and confi-
dence. Or a video-streaming application can reduce its fidelity
by serving lower bitrate content. In each case, application-
aware adaptation [30] is the key to maintaining acceptable
quality when resources become scarce.
Unfortunately, orchestration platforms do not provide clean
abstractions for application-aware adaptation. Existing net-
work control abstractions either focus on probabilistic traffic
shaping, such as load-balancing, canary testing, and A/B test-
ing [26, 39], or are limited to stateless, per-message process-
ing [38]. As a result, adaptation logic often ends up deeply
integrated with the rest of an application’s code [41], which
makes it difficult to update or reuse adaptation strategies
within container-based frameworks.
In this paper, we present a set of orchestration exten-
sions to support application-aware adaption called Bumble-
Bee. The main observation underlying BumbleBee is that
container-orchestration platforms allow distributed applica-
tions to programmatically drop, redirect, reorder, and trans-
form network data through technologies like sidecar prox-
ies [38] and service-meshes [26, 39]. BumbleBee provides
a crisp abstraction on top of these technologies for making
decisions about network data using application semantics.
BumbleBee’s approach to application-aware adaptation
has three advantages. First, exposing network monitoring and
control in a single, stateful programming abstraction sim-
plifies application responsibilities. Applications no longer
have to internally maintain network metrics and adaptation
triggers. Second, BumbleBee allows applications to monitor
the progress of requests and promptly take application-aware
action when they stall. Third, by cleanly separating an applica-
tion’s adaptation logic from its core functionality, BumbleBee
allows adaptation strategies to be updated and repurposed
without inspecting complex sourcecode or deploying new
containers.
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BumbleBee supports adaptation through a combination of
in-network scripting and asynchronous callbacks. Applica-
tions register concise scripts to monitor incoming and outgo-
ing message queues and apply application-specific dropping,
redirection, reordering, and transformation policies to requests
and responses. BumbleBee scripts can also interact with other
distributed components through a small set of asynchronous
remote procedure calls (RPCs). These calls allow an applica-
tion to set distributed watchpoints and perform heavyweight,
in-place transformations like image transcoding. Our case
studies in Section 4 show how applications can benefit from
BumbleBee.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We identify application-aware adaptation as the key to
maintaining acceptable service quality under resource
scarcity in container-orchestration platforms.
• We design and implement a crisp in-network processing
abstraction for managing network data with application
semantics.
• Experiments with our prototype show that (1) by us-
ing BumbleBee, ML applications at the edge can utilize
cloud resources when available and operate without in-
terruption when disconnected, (2) BumbleBee enables
the Fugu [41] video server to eliminate all stalling while
sacrificing only 6-24% mean resolution, and (3) Bumble-
Bee adds less than 10% overhead to the 99th percentile
request latency compared to a baseline sidecar.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes our design principles. Section 3 describes the Bum-
bleBee design. Section 4 presents an evaluation of our Bum-
bleBee prototype. Section 5 describes related work. And Sec-
tion 6 presents our conclusions.
2 Design principles
To provide application-aware adaption for container orches-
tration, we designed BumbleBee with the following principles
in mind.
Separate adaptation logic from the rest of the applica-
tion. Application-oblivious responses to resource scarcity can
fairly reallocate resources, but only the application knows how
to best utilize its allocation. For example, machine-learning
(ML) applications can adapt to bandwidth drops by sending
lower-quality data to an inference model, and can adapt to
increased network latency by sending data to a faster, lower-
quality model [18, 20]. Similarly, video-streaming applica-
tions adapt to changing network conditions by trying to dy-
namically match served bitrates to client bandwidth [41].
The dominant approach to application-aware adaptation
for orchestrated applications is tightly integrating adaptation
strategies with the rest of the application logic. For exam-
ple, consider a video-analytics application that uploads video
frames from a camera to an object detector in the cloud. If
the application wants to adjust the resolution of its frames to
account for decreased bandwidth, it must monitor network
conditions, manage bandwidth triggers, and reconfigure how
it encode frames. If another developer wants to understand
the adaptation strategy or repurpose it for a different ML
application, they must inspect and copy the code.
A primary benefit of building applications for orchestrated
environments is that distributed applications can be composed
of re-usable, self-contained container images. Separating the
adaptive logic from the rest of the application reinforces this
approach and allows common strategies to be better under-
stood and used in different contexts. For BumbleBee, we
identify sidecar proxies as an ideal place to separate adaptive
logic from the rest of an application.
Present a message-queue abstraction to in-network com-
putations. Sidecars are transparent, user-level network prox-
ies that interpose on all application communication. The most
popular sidecar is Envoy [38], which supports in-network pro-
cessing via filters. Filters are small, stateless code snippets
that operate on individual messages. Filters have full access
to a message and can perform simple operations, such as
redirection, dropping, and payload transformation. Develop-
ers commonly use Envoy filters for monitoring and traffic
shaping, such as collecting telemetry, load-balancing, and per-
forming A/B testing. Envoy supports filters at several layers
of the network stack, including HTTP.
Unfortunately, Envoy’s stateless, per-message approach is
a poor fit for many of the adaptation strategies we would like
to support. In particular, applications with realtime or near-
realtime constraints, like video analytics and video streaming,
benefit from adapting to message stalls. For example, if a
video frame destined for an object-detection model appears
likely to miss its deadline, a video-analytics application could
drop the message, reduce its resolution, or redirect it to a
different model. This kind of reasoning is not possible within
Envoy because its filters only process messages as they arrive,
which is rarely the moment when adaptive action is required.
As a result, BumbleBee presents a message-queue abstrac-
tion to in-network computations. Message queues give in-
network computations access to information about messages’
order and provide a natural way to expose information that
changes over time, such as a message’s age. In addition, drop-
ping, redirecting, reordering, and transforming network data
are easy to map onto a small number of message-queue oper-
ations.
Meet developers where they are. Finally, orchestration plat-
forms make extensive use of declarative languages like
YAML, and many developers are comfortable with other
declarative languages like SQL. When deciding how to pro-
grammatically present message queues in BumbleBee, we ini-
tially considered a declarative interface. However, nearly all
adaptation strategies of which we are aware are implemented
in imperative languages. Giving BumbleBee a declarative
interface would have not only asked developers to reimple-
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Figure 1: Envoy sidecars interpose on a pod’s network com-
munication.
ment their strategies in a new language, but it would also have
asked them to re-conceptualize those strategies in an unfa-
miliar style. Thus, BumbleBee provides a simple imperative
scripting environment for implementing application-aware
adaptation.
3 Design
BumbleBee is designed for the Kubernetes [17] container-
orchestration platform, which is an open-source version of
Google’s internal Borg [37] orchestrator. Kubernetes auto-
mates deployment, scaling, and management of distributed,
containerized applications. Container-based virtualization
(based on Linux control groups or cgroups, and Linux names-
paces) provides process-level isolation and is the standard
way to manage and deploy software in the cloud. Container
images include all of the user-level state required to launch
an application, including binaries, support libraries, and con-
figuration. The smallest unit of deployment in Kubernetes is
a pod. A pod is a set of containers that run under the same
operating-system kernel and share the same underlying phys-
ical resources, such as cores and disks. Because containers
within a pod share a machine they can communicate via local
storage volumes and localhost networking.
At a basic level, developers write configuration manifests
describing how the orchestrator should deploy an application
on a set of physical or virtual machines, e.g., which container
images to use, how containers are grouped into pods, and
which ports each pod needs. The orchestration configuration
also describes runtime goals for an application, such as pod
replication factors, load balancing among replicas, and auto-
scaling replicas. Finally, the orchestration platform provides
a number of other useful services, such as a key-value store
for the configuration state and naming services.
Service meshes like Istio [39] and Linkerd [26] run within
an orchestrated application and provide greater control over
how pods communicate. Service meshes depend on user-level
network proxies called sidecars. Service meshes direct the
orchestration platform to add a sidecar proxy like Envoy [38]
to every pod, and then load iptable rules to route incoming
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Figure 2: BumbleBee extends the Envoy sidecar.
and outgoing packets through the sidecar. Figure 1 shows
how Envoy intercepts a pod’s network traffic. BumbleBee is
implemented as part of Envoy. Our current implementation
uses Istio for deployment, but it is service-mesh agnostic.
This rest of this section describes the three key components
of our BumbleBee design: a queue manager that maintains
message queues, an in-network scripting facility that executes
custom application logic as messages arrive, and a callback
mechanism that allows scripts to interact with other parts
of an application. Figure 2 shows a high-level overview of
BumbleBee.
3.1 Queue manager
Envoy is an ideal place to implement application-aware adap-
tation because it interposes on all of a pod’s network commu-
nication. Envoy is extensible and can run application-specific
filters. To run filters, Envoy creates a worker thread for each
hardware thread exposed to its container. Worker threads
share a common set of socket listeners, and each worker
blocks on each listener. When a connection request arrives,
the Linux kernel dispatches the request to a worker thread.
Once unblocked, the worker thread instantiates the filter chain
associated with the listener from which it was awoken and
executes the chain on the available data.
This approach is well suited to Envoy’s stateless, per-
message filters, but BumbleBee’s core abstraction is a shared
message queue. As a result, BumbleBee extends Envoy with
a separate queue-manager that runs concurrently with the
worker threads. Worker threads pass messages to the queue-
manager through the BumbleBee filter. The BumbleBee filter
buffers data until a complete HTTP request or response has
been assembled, and then forwards the message to the queue
manager.
The queue manager manages pairs of message queues
(one for requests and one responses) and threads (one for
each queue), and exposes a small number of methods that
can be invoked by BumbleBee filter instances within worker
threads. The queue manager creates a default pair of queues
and threads, but applications can instruct the manager to create
a pair of queues and threads to handle communication for pods
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with specific names. For example, in its orchestration config-
uration an application may name pods containing an object-
detector running on the cloud "cloud-object-detector.local." It
can then instruct BumbleBee to create queues in each pod’s
Envoy for handling requests to those pods. When a Bumble-
Bee filter passes a message to the queue manager, the manager
adds the message to the queue created to handle the message’s
destination (for outgoing messages) or source (for incoming
messages).
The queue manager’s thread pairs are primarily timer han-
dlers that implement a token-bucket algorithm. On wakeup, a
queue-manager thread checks its bucket to determine whether
it has enough tokens to forward the head of its queue via
Envoy’s event dispatcher. The queue manager avoids spurious
wakeups in two ways. First, when a queue is empty, its thread
will block on a condition variable instead of polling. After
a worker thread adds a new message to a queue, it signals
the queue’s condition variable. Second, when a queue is not
empty, its thread sets its timer to wakeup when it will have
enough tokens to forward the head of the queue. In our current
implementation, the minimum sleep time is 1 ms.
3.2 In-network scripting
The BumbleBee filter and queue manager push and pop from
shared queues, but BumbleBee applications need more ways
to interact with messages. Fortunately, Envoy supports Lua
scripting within filters, and BumbleBee leverages this fea-
ture to support application-aware adaptation. Similar to how
a BumbleBee application creates custom message queues
through its orchestration configuration, an application can
also associate short Lua scripts with those queues. When a
worker thread loads a BumbleBee filter, the filter reads the
appropriate script from the orchestration configuration and
launches it within a Lua runtime.
We also considered declarative interfaces like YAML or
SQL for in-network adaptation. However, we felt that an im-
perative approach would be easier for many developers, and
Envoy’s existing support for Lua made it easier to build a
prototype. It is worth noting that Envoy recently announced
support for running WebAssembly in filters, which could po-
tentially allow BumbleBee to support any high-level language
that compiles into WebAssembly bytecodes. We leave this for
future work.
BumbleBee executes scripts when messages arrive for a
purely practical reason: Envoy already supports running Lua
scripts in filters. The primary drawback of running scripts
when messages arrive is that it ties adaptation frequency to
message arrival rate. In the worst case when messages stop
arriving, an application’s adaptation scripts will also stop
executing. This design decision may be worth revisiting, but
in our limited experience with BumbleBee, linking adaptation
frequency to arrival rate has not caused any problems.
The main abstraction exported to BumbleBee scripts is a
message queue. Each script can iterate queues maintained by
the queue manager. To give scripts access to an underlying
queue, BumbleBee uses Envoy macros to export a handful
of C++ methods from the queue manager to the Lua runtime.
These methods allow a script to access queue properties, such
as its length, as well as apply coarse transformations such
as dropping all messages, dropping the head of the queue,
and reversing the queue’s order. In addition to accessing a
message queue, BumbleBee scripts can access queue-iterator
and queue-item objects for traversing the queue and reasoning
about individual messages, respectively. We use a simple, per-
queue locking scheme to synchronize access to all queue-
related state.
To help scripts make good adaptation decisions, Bumble-
Bee exports a number of runtime performance metrics. At
the lowest level, BumbleBee exposes TCP metrics, such as
the congestion window size, number of in-flight packets, and
mean round trip time (RTT). BumbleBee also exposes the
average end-to-end latency for messages in a queue, which
Envoy calculates using request and response arrival times. In
addition, BumbleBee provides information about how long
each messages has spent in a queue through an object-item’s
age property.
Finally, network bandwidth is a crucial metric for numer-
ous adaptation strategies. BumbleBee does not give scripts
information about the available bandwidth along a physical
link, but it calculates the observed bandwidth for messages
forwarded from particular queue. This allows scripts to reason
about the observed bandwidth along their path of interest. For
example, scripts can detect that a path has been disconnected
if its observed bandwidth drops to zero.
3.3 External callbacks
BumbleBee’s scripting environment allows applications to
perform simple, local processing on enqueued messages.
However, many applications can benefit from richer inter-
actions between scripts and the rest of the application. For
example, an application may want to use a script as an in-
network watchpoint for changing conditions, such as notify-
ing a pod when observed bandwidth falls below a threshold.
This is useful for realtime video-analytics applications that
reduce the resolution of video frames sent to an inference
model when bandwidth drops. Or an application may want to
transform message payloads in ways that are too complex for
a lightweight Lua runtime. This is useful for video-streaming
servers that want to downsample video chunks to prevent
head-of-line blocking. To support this kind of functionality,
BumbleBee allows scripts make two asynchronous callbacks
to external endpoints on Envoy’s async HTTP client thread.
The simpler of the two is notify (metrics). An applica-
tion’s orchestration configuration can bind a list of RESTful
endpoints to notify invocations within a script. notify takes
a string as an argument, and when a script calls notify the
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Context Interface Description Returns
Queue
length() returns number of messages in a queue, useful to approximate queuing delay. Queue length
avgLatency() returns weighted moving average of end-to-end latency of messages, i.e., delta be-
tween request and corresponding response.
Average latency
observedBW() returns observed bandwidth allocated to the queue, i.e., the rate at which the queue
sending data.
Observed bandwidth
TCPMetrics(m) retrieves the TCP metrics (e.g., mean RTT) at the queue level. TCP metric
messages() for-loop entry to iterate over messages in the queue. Message object
Message
size() returns the size of the message’s current payload. Size of payload
age() get the age, i.e., how long the message has been in the queue, in ms resolution. Age of message
TCPMetrics(m) retrieves the TCP metrics (e.g., mean RTT) at the message/request level. TCP metric
dst() returns the current destination of the message. Message destination
header() returns the message’s header. Message header
bytes(i, j) returns data from i to j of payload of the current message in raw binary format. Raw payload
reroute(dst) reroute the message to a new destination (dst).
transform(args) asynchronously transform the message’s payload by forwarding it to a registered
endpoint.
drop() drops the current message from the queue. The function does not guarantee successful
operation (e.g., already transmitted in the middle of dropping). If successful, returns
the updated queue length, otherwise, returns the old queue length.
New queue length
insert(msg) inserts a new message msg after the current message in the queue. If successful,
returns the updated queue length, otherwise, returns the old queue length.
New queue length
moveToFront() move the message to front of the queue.
moveToBack() move the message to end of the queue.
Callback notify(metrics) asynchronously send registered endpoints a metrics string.
Table 1: BumbleBee interface for in-network scripting.
Lua runtime generates asynchronous HTTP calls with the
string argument to any endpoints listed in the orchestration
configuration.
transform() is a more complex callback. As with
notify, applications bind invocations of transform to a
RESTful endpoint through their orchestration configuration.
When a script calls transform on a queue entry, the Lua
runtime marks the entry as "in progress" and asynchronously
forwards the message payload to the registered endpoint. If
a message moves to the front of the queue while marked in-
progress, the queue-manager thread skips it, and sends the
first entry not marked in-progress. When the endpoint returns
with a transformed message payload, BumbleBee swaps in
the new payload, updates the message header to reflect its
new size, and remove its in-progress mark.
In our experience, transform is best used for complex
computations that require specialized hardware, such as media
transcoding. However, we believe that transform could also
prove useful in cases where a transformation requires access
to state that is inaccessible to the BumbleBee filter, such as an
external database. We are actively exploring such use cases.
Table 1 summarizes BumbleBee’s in-network scripting
interface.
4 Evaluation
To evaluate BumbleBee, we seek answers to the following
questions:
• Does BumbleBee enable beneficial adaptation strate-
gies?
• How difficult is writing adaptation strategies in Bumble-
Bee?
• How much overhead does BumbleBee add to Envoy?
To answer the first two questions we use our BumbleBee
prototype to investigate adaptation strategies for two case
study applications. First, we use BumbleBee to help a dis-
tributed, vehicular-traffic monitoring application that adapts
the quality of its object detection to changing network con-
ditions. Second, we use BumbleBee to help the Fugu [41]
video-streaming server eliminate stalls due to head-of-line
blocking. To answer the last question we run wrk2 [40] micro-
benchmarks to measure how BumbleBee affects request la-
tency compared to Envoy.
We run these applications under BumbleBee using Istio
1.4.3 and a cluster of virtual machines managed by Azure
Kubernetes Service (AKS) 1.15.10. Our cluster contains stan-
dard nodes with four vCPUs, 16 GB RAM, and a 32 GB SSD.
The cluster also includes two GPU nodes with an Nvidia Tesla
K80 GPU, six vCPUs, 56 GB RAM, and a 340 GB SSD.
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1 function envoy_on_request(h)
2 -- for each sink
3 for queue in h:Queues():getQueue() do
4 -- check the route
5 route = queue:route()
6 if string.find(route , "cloud") then
7 -- check current bandwidth estimate
8 bw = queue:getBW()
9 if bw == 0 then
10 -- if disconnected
11 -- redirect the request to the edge
12 h:redirect("edge -detector")
13 elseif bw < required then
14 -- if bw is too low
15 -- transform the request to lower -res
16 h:transform("180p")
17 end
18 if bw < required/2 then
19 -- if bw drops well below required
20 -- notify the request source
21 h:notify(bw)
22 end
23 end end end
Figure 3: This simple Lua script for the traffic-monitoring
application redirects requests to the edge when the network be-
comes disconnected, down-samples enqueued requests when
bandwidth drops, and invokes a registered callback network
conditions change significantly.
4.1 Case study: traffic monitoring
Our first cast study is a smart-city application that streams
roadside video to machine-learning (ML) models. The ML
models forward any detected vehicles to one or more traffic-
light controllers. For each vehicle found, the models output a
bounding box containing the vehicle and a confidence level.
The application removes any bounding boxes with a confi-
dence level below a threshold (e.g., 50%) and returns the
filtered results to a traffic-controller. The controller uses the
vehicle counts and locations to monitor and schedule traffic,
such as reducing the time between green and red lights when
road congestion is high.
Traffic monitoring is representative of many edge-
computing applications [31]. The input sensors (e.g., road-
side cameras) and controllers (e.g., traffic controllers) are
co-located on the edge with a distributed computing pipeline
between them. This pipeline must process sensor data fast
enough for the controllers to respond to changes in the physi-
cal environment, and the application must operate even when
network conditions are poor.
The ML pipeline can be instantiated along two paths: em-
bedded in a resource-rich cloud environment or a lightweight
edge environment. The cloud offers powerful machines and
can support sophisticated and accurate ML models, whereas
the edge can run a limited number of less accurate models.
The application prefers results from the cloud models, and it
will send frames to the cloud as long as network conditions
allow it.
Detection accuracy is a key measure of fidelity for traffic
monitoring. Accuracy is highest when the network allows the
application to stream high-resolution frames to the cloud, but
as network conditions change, the application can adapt the
video stream’s quality by sending lower-resolution frames
or reducing the frame rate. The application runs at lowest
fidelity when it is disconnected from the cloud. During dis-
connections, the application must redirect video frames to its
lightweight edge models, sacrificing accuracy for availability.
With BumbleBee, the application can implement these
trade-offs using the simple Lua script in Figure 3. The script
iterates over an egress request queue looking for entries des-
tined for a cloud object-detector. When bandwidth drops
to zero, BumbleBee redirects requests to the edge object-
detector. If bandwidth falls below a threshold, BumbleBee for-
wards requests to the application’s transform service, which
reduces frames’ resolution to 180p (320x180). And if band-
width falls well below what is required, BumbleBee notifies
the sender so that it can start to send lower-resolution frames.
Major cloud providers like AWS [1, 2], Azure [3, 29], and
Google Cloud [14,15] all suffer significant outages, and recent
studies show that network conditions between the edge and
cloud can be turbulent [7, 31, 41]. To understand how our
traffic-monitoring application behaves when edge-to-cloud
connectivity is poor, we run experiments with disconnections
and constricted bandwidth between the edge pods and cloud
pods. Note that for our experiments we logically divide cluster
nodes between the edge and cloud, but the underlying physical
machines and network are entirely in Azure. We simulate a
roadside camera by streaming a highway-traffic recording
from Bangkok, Thailand [6]. We use YOLOv3 as our cloud
object-detection model and TinyYOLO as our edge model.
Both models are trained with the COCO dataset [25], which
is designed to detect vehicles and passengers.
To evaluate if the application benefits from BumbleBee,
we measure the number of detected vehicles and end-to-end
detection latency. The former metric influences how well
the application controls traffic, and the latter influences how
quickly the light controller responds to traffic changes.
To characterize our traffic-monitoring application without
BumbleBee, we first capture the baseline object-detection
accuracy of streaming 360p (640x360) video at 15 fps when
fully connected to the cloud. Figure 4 shows the number of
detected vehicles over time with a confidence threshold above
50%. The YOLOv3 model in the cloud consistently detects
between 10 and 40 vehicles.
To simulate a disconnected edge site, we run the application
under BumbleBee and partition the edge and cloud pods after
1000 and 3000 frames so that the cloud object-detector is
unreachable. We heal the network between frames 2000 and
3000. Loading tensor-flow models can be slow, so BumbleBee
pre-loads the edge detector at the beginning of the experiment.
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Figure 4: Our traffic-monitoring application performs best
when fully connected to a YOLOv3 model in the cloud. This
operating mode provides a baseline object-detection accuracy.
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Figure 5: The application adapts when the edge becomes
disconnected from the cloud. Instead of performing object
detection with YOLOv3 in the cloud, BumbleBee redirects
requests to a lightweight TinyYOLO object detector running
on the edge. When the network heals, BumbleBee routes
requests back to the cloud.
Figure 5 shows the detected cars drop during disconnection,
because the application switches to TinyYOLO on the edge.
There is a delay between when a disconnection occurs
and when BumbleBee detects the disconnection. In our ex-
periment, five frames stall before BumbleBee detects that
bandwidth is zero. Recall that our video streams at 15 fps,
and so requests arrive every 67 ms. Thus, the first request sent
after the disconnection experiences an approximately 350 ms
of additional delay before BumbleBee redirects it to the edge.
This is because four cloud-bound requests arrive after the first
post-disconnection request but before BumbleBee detects the
disconnection. When the sixth post-disconnection request
arrives, BumbleBee has detected the disconnection and re-
sponds by redirecting all cloud-bound requests to the edge.
Between disconnections, the application matches baseline
detection accuracy. These results show that with BumbleBee,
the application can continue to operate, albeit in a degraded
mode, when the cloud is unavailable.
We also want to understand if the application benefits from
adapting to network changes that are less dramatic than a dis-
connection. Recall that end-to-end latency is a critical appli-
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Figure 6: When edge-to-cloud bandwidth is 15 Mbps, sending
360p frames leads to head-of-line blocking and exponentially
increasing detection latency. Sending 180p frames reduces
median latency to 815 ms with no head-of-line blocking. Bum-
bleBee (BB) allows the application to selectively downsample
frames to balance latency (median latency of 1700ms) and
detection accuracy.
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Figure 7: The cloud object detector identifies more vehicles
with confidence greater than 50% in 360p frames than in 180p
frames.
cation metric. When disconnected, the weaker edge detector
processes 360p frames 33% faster than the cloud detector
using equivalent hardware. However, when bandwidth to the
cloud drops, sending 360p frames can cause exponentially
increasing queuing delay. To demonstrate, we restrict edge-to-
cloud bandwidth to 15 Mbps and repeat the traffic-monitoring
experiment twice, first sending 360p frames and second send-
ing 180p frames. Frames are full-color, JPEG-compressed
images. Figure 6 shows the results. When the application
streams 360p frames (the blue line), the latency rises expo-
nentially, but the median latency of streaming 180p frames is
772 ms.
However, lower resolution frames reduce detection accu-
racy. Figure 7 shows the number of objects the application
detects with confidence greater than 50% for 360p and 180p
frames. Note that the blue dots are identical to those in Fig-
ure 4. 360p frames allow the cloud model to consistently
detect more objects than the 180p stream, often significantly
so. These results suggest that the traffic-monitoring applica-
tion could benefit from selective adaptation by downsampling
frames that cause queuing delay, and transmitting the remain-
ing frames intact.
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Figure 8: BumbleBee enables the traffic-monitoring applica-
tion to send 360p frames when possible and avoid head-of-
line-blocking by selectively downsampling frames to 180p.
Each blue data point represents the percentage of additional
objects that the BumbleBee-enabled application detects in a
frame compared to sending all 180p frames. The 3444 frames
(out of 5000) are downsampled to avoid exponential queuing
delays. These frames gain zero percent improvement.
To confirm our hypothesis, we repeat our limited-
bandwidth experiment using BumbleBee. The application
sends 360p frames, and BumbleBee selectively downsamples
frames that cause queuing delay. Figure 8 shows the percent
improvement of the object detector with BumbleBee’s selec-
tive downsampling enabled compared to always sending 180p
frames. When BumbleBee downsamples a frame to 180p, the
improvement percentage is zero. Overall, BumbleBee down-
samples 3444 frames and leaves 1556 intact. Furthermore, the
graph shows that selectively downsampling provides much
better detection accuracy than always downsampling. Com-
bined with the median latency of 1700ms in Figure 6, these
results show that BumbleBee allows the traffic-monitoring
application to find a good balance between detection accuracy
and latency using the simple script in Figure 3.
To summarize, the results show that our traffic-monitoring
application benefits from BumbleBee in two ways. First, the
application operates when disconnected from the cloud by
redirecting requests to a weaker edge object-detector. Second,
when network bandwidth constricts, the application selec-
tively downsamples frames to balance end-to-end latency and
detection accuracy. We also show that the adaptation strate-
gies responsible for these benefits can be concisely expressed
by the script in Figure 3.
4.2 Case study: video streaming
For our second case study, we run the Fugu [41] video-
streaming server, which has been developed as part of the
Puffer project1. As with common streaming protocols like
HLS and MPEG-DASH, Fugu divides a source video into self-
contained, fixed-length segments or chunks, and transcodes
1https://puffer.stanford.edu
1 function envoy_on_response(h)
2 -- estimated BW by BumbleBee
3 bw = queue:getBW()
4 for item in queue:getItem() do
5 age = item:getAge()
6 size = item:size()
7 resol = item:getHeader("resolution")
8 ptt = item:getHeader("ptt")
9 dur = item:getHeader("duration")
10 -- estimated transmission time (ett)
11 ett = size / bw
12 -- decision mechanism
13 if ett > ptt || age > dur then
14 -- select appropriate resolution to
15 -- downsample
16 new_res , new_ett =
17 computeEttPred(resol , ptt, ett, age)
18 if new_res ~= resol then
19 item:transform(new_res)
20 end end end end
Figure 9: This BumbleBee script for Fugu downsamples video
chunks if the estimated transmission time (ett) is greater than
the predicted transmission time (ptt) or if the chunk duration
is greater than the time it has already spent in the queue.
each chunk into five to ten resolutions. Servers typically break
up streams into four- to ten-second chunks and encode with
H.264 or H.265.
Unlike traditional approaches to adaptive-bitrate streaming
(ABR), Fugu places its adaptive intelligence at the server
instead of the client. Fugu clients poll the server for chunks
without specifying a resolution, and Fugu responds to a poll
when a client’s playback buffer falls below 15 seconds. The
Fugu server sends chunks at the highest resolution it predicts
will arrive in time for playback. These predictions are based
on the previous five chunks’ transmission times and low-level
TCP information. Fugu feeds these inputs to a deep neural
network (DNN) trained on months of user traces, and the
DNN outputs a distribution of transmission times for each
chunk resolution.
Fugu outperforms prior approaches to ABR because it ex-
plicitly considers transmission time. In contrast, Pensieve [27]
and other ABR systems estimate bandwidth using transmis-
sion sizes. And yet even though Fugu is best-in-class, it strug-
gles when bandwidth is low. The worst outcome for a video
server is client stalling [11], and over an eight-month period
the Fugu operators observed that 83% of stalls occurred when
the average throughput was less than 6 Mbps [41]. Further-
more, streaming over a low-bandwidth connection was not
uncommon, accounting for 14% of overall viewing time.
Head-of-line blocking is the primary culprit for stalled
playback. When bandwidth suddenly drops, higher-resolution
chunks that Fugu starts to transmit under good network con-
ditions clog the connection and block chunks behind them.
This phenomenon happens for two reasons. First, Fugu up-
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Figure 10: BumbleBee helps Fugu adapt under a short trace (S0) and a long trace (L0). Figures in the first column show the
bandwidth estimates for both traces. Figures in the second column show how the client’s playback buffer changes during the
trace. For both Fugu (FG) and Fugu with BumbleBee (BB) traces, BumbleBee helps Fugu eliminate stalling. Figures in the third
colum show CDFs of video resolution. Under BumbleBee, Fugu sacrifices some video resolution to eliminate stalling.
dates its network estimates when transmissions complete.
Thus, when bandwidth suddenly drops in the middle of a
slow transmission (e.g., sending a high-resolution chunk un-
der limited bandwidth), Fugu will continue to send the client
high-resolution chunks until a slow transmission completes.
The worse the misprediction, the longer it takes Fugu to cor-
rect its bandwidth estimate, and the more mispredicted chunks
Fugu will try to send. Second, even after a slow transmission
completes and Fugu recognizes that conditions have suddenly
changed, it has no way to correct its mistakes. Fugu cannot
alter or cancel the high-resolution transmissions it sent using
incorrect bandwidth estimates.
Fortunately, the concise BumbleBee script in Figure 9 al-
lows Fugu to monitor enqueued chunks’ ages and adapt to
sudden bandwidth changes by downsampling chunks when
delays rise above a threshold. The Fugu script differs from
the traffic-monitoring script in Figure 3 in two noteworthy
ways. First, Fugu iterates over enqueued responses rather than
requests. Second, Fugu must provide additional context to its
Lua script through HTTP-header fields, including a chunk’s
resolution, its duration, and its predicted transmission time.
Figure 3 and Figure 9 are otherwise similarly concise and
readable.
To evaluate BumbleBee-enabled Fugu under representative
network conditions, we analyze Puffer traces from January
2020, focusing on the nine sessions that exhibit the most client
stalling. Using these session logs, we estimate instantaneous
bandwidth to emulate network conditions for a client watching
a video. We smooth bandwidth estimation over ten second
windows, which is the finest-grained control supported by our
network-emulation tool. Among the nine session traces from
Puffer, six last less than 10 minutes, two are approximately
20 minutes long, and one is an hour long. We use the traffic
video from Section 4.1 as a source video and divide it into
four-second chunks.
We first characterize Fugu’s behavior under a short trace
(S0) and a one-hour trace (L0). Figure 10a shows the raw
and smoothed bandwidth for S0, and Figure 10d shows the
same for L0. The graphs show that bandwidth varies by half
an order of magnitude in S0, and by a full order of magnitude
for L0.
Next, we characterize Fugu with and without BumbleBee
using two metrics: playback buffer and video resolution. The
playback buffer represents seconds of video that a client can
play without receiving new data from the server. When the
buffer reaches zero, the video stalls. Resolution represents
video quality. Buffer and resolution can be traded off. In
the extreme, sending only low-resolution chunks minimizes
quality but maximizes buffer, whereas sending only high-
resolution chunks maximizes quality but minimizes buffer.
Because stalls are so painful [11], BumbleBee wants to offer
acceptable quality and no stalls.
Figure 10b shows that even though S0 has less bandwidth
variability than L0, Fugu’s playback buffer often drops to
zero. In comparison, BumbleBee’s playback buffer never
drops to zero and maintains between 10 and 20 seconds of
buffer throughout the trace. Eliminating stalls requires lower-
resolution video, and Figure 10c shows a CDF of video reso-
lutions for Fugu with and without BumbleBee. BumbleBee
allows Fugu to utilize a wider range of resolutions, but at the
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(a) Across all traces, playback buffer levels are more consistent with
BumbleBee than without. BumbleBee also allows Fugu to eliminate
all stalls (no buffer sizes of 0 with BumbleBee).
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(b) To eliminate stalls, BumbleBee sacrifices some video resolution.
Figure 11: Experiments with the nine Puffer traces with the
most stalls from January, 2020 (six short and three long) show
how BumbleBee helps Fugu eliminate stalls while maintain-
ing acceptable video resolution.
75th percentile, Fugu without BumbleBee delivers twice the
resolution. We believe that this is an acceptable trade-off for
eliminating stalls.
Figure 10e shows that BumbleBee also eliminates stalling
under the longer L0 trace. BumbleBee allows the client to
maintain a playback buffer of close to 15 seconds for the dura-
tion of L0. Interestingly, Figure 10f shows that for L0 the 60th
percentile resolution for Fugu with and without BumbleBee
are equivalent. This is because BumbleBee only acts when
Fugu mispredicts a chunk’s transmission time. When band-
width is good enough to transmit within a chunk’s deadline,
Fugu’s decisions are correct and BumbleBee does nothing. In
other words, BumbleBee does not adapt 40% of the time.
Figure 10e is most interesting between 1700s and 2100s.
Around 1700s, bandwidth drops from 100 KBps to 20 KBps.
BumbleBee adapts and the playback buffer remains consis-
tent. However, without BumbleBee Fugu is in the middle
of transmitting a high-resolution chunk when the bandwidth
drops. Fugu continues sending high-resolution chunks until
a slow transmission completes and it updates its bandwidth
estimate. However, while Fugu works through its backlog
of high-resolution chunks, it begins to send low-resolution
chunks based on the updated transmission times. These
smaller chunks compete for limited bandwidth with the re-
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Figure 12: BumbleBee allows Fugu to eliminate stalling with
acceptable drops in mean video resolution. Each color repre-
sents a trace, with the circle showing results for Fugu without
BumbleBee (FG) and the star showing results for Fugu with
BumbleBee (BB). When mean resolution for Fugu is below
1080p, adding BumbleBee eliminates stalling with negligible
drops in mean resolution. For traces with higher mean resolu-
tion, BumbleBee reduces mean resolution by at most 24% for
S3.
maining larger chunks. The smaller chunks stall for so long
that Fugu sends over twenty more to catch up. However, at
time 2100s, bandwidth suddenly recovers and the backlog of
low-resolution chunk transmissions quickly complete, caus-
ing the client’s buffer to swell to nearly 90s. This period in the
experiment demonstrates how failing to adapt to sudden band-
width increases wastes resources. A better strategy would
have been to use the additional bandwidth to deliver higher-
resolution chunks instead of creating a nearly 90s playback
buffer. BumbleBee fully utilizes the available bandwidth by
upsampling videos to match the most recent network observa-
tions.
Figure 11a summarizes playback buffer levels for all nine
traces. Each boxplot represents 25th and 75th percentiles with
black median bar and min and max wisps. The results show
that BumbleBee has less buffer variance and no stalls across
every trace. Figure 11b summarizes resolution for all nine
traces. Each boxplot represents 25th and 75th percentiles with
black median bar and min and max wisps. These results show
that BumbleBee allows Fugu to use a wider range of reso-
lutions. For example, for the M1 trace, BumbleBee utilizes
four different resolutions between 144p and 2160p. On the
other hand, without BumbleBee Fugu uses the highest reso-
lution throughout entire M1 trace. For the shorter traces (i.e.,
S0-S6), Fugu has so many stalls that the box charts span a
wider range. However, as shown in Figure 10c, BumbleBee
switches between more resolutions than Fugu.
Figure 12 provides an overview of how BumbleBee helps
Fugu eliminate stalls. The X-axis is the ratio of total stall
time, i.e., the percent of time a video stalled. The Y-axis is
mean resolutions in pixels. Each color represents a trace,
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1 -- LIFO filter
2 function envoy_on_request(h)
3 -- always add item to the front of queue
4 h:pushFront()
5 end
6
7 -- queue -iteration filter
8 function envoy_on_request(h)
9 for queue in h:Queues():getQueue() do
10 for item in queue:getItem() do
11 size = item:size()
12 end end end
Figure 13: We used these simple scripts to measure Bumble-
Bee’s overhead compared to Envoy.
with the circle showing results for Fugu without BumbleBee
(FG) and the star showing results for Fugu with BumbleBee
(BB). When mean resolution for Fugu is below 1080p, adding
BumbleBee eliminates stalls without affecting resolution. For
traces with higher mean resolution, BumbleBee must sacrifice
more resolution to eliminate stalling. In the worst case of S3,
BumbleBee reduces mean resolution by 24%. In the best
case, S5, BumbleBee reduces mean resolution by only 6%.
In comparison, Fugu without BumbleBee results in 5% stall
time in the best case and 83% in the worst case.
To summarize, BumbleBee allows Fugu to eliminate
stalling while maintaining acceptable video resolution. We
also show that the adaptation strategies responsible for these
benefits can be concisely expressed by the script in Figure 9.
Finally, it is important to note that we added BumbleBee’s
adaptive logic to Fugu without modifying its code. Inter-
operating with unmodified code is especially valuable for
containerized applications and orchestration platforms.
4.3 Latency micro-benchmarks
To evaluate the overhead imposed by BumbleBee compared
to Envoy, we measure end-to-end latency using the HTTP
benchmarking tool wrk2 [40]. The tool generates HTTP re-
quests at a constant rate and outputs a latency distribution.
We configure wrk2 to generate 500 requests per second with
1000 concurrent connections over five one-minutes runs.
For our experiments, we create a client pod that runs wrk2
and assign it to a GPU node. We also create a server pod
running the Nginx web server under default settings on a
normal node. Both pods contain an Envoy sidecar with ac-
cess to two cores. We measure the latency distribution under
four client configurations: (1) Envoy without BumbleBee,
(2) BumbleBee with no Lua script, (3) BumbleBee with a
simple queue-iteration script, and (4) BumbleBee with a sim-
ple LIFO (Last In First Out) script. The first configuration
serves as baselines for understanding BumbleBee’s scripting
overhead. Note that all configurations with BumbleBee move
messages from the BumbleBee filter to the queue manager.
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Figure 14: Micro-benchmarks with wrk2 show that Bum-
bleBee adds no additional overhead compared to Envoy up
the 99th percentile. However, the additional cost of iterating
over a message queue becomes apparent at the very tail of
distribution.
Figure 13 shows the LIFO and queue-iteration scripts used
in the experiments. BumbleBee’s queues are internally im-
plemented as doubly-linked lists, which makes LIFO reorder-
ing relatively inexpensive. However, iterating over the queue
could be slow for two reasons. First, BumbleBee uses a per-
queue locking scheme that ensures only one script can execute
at a time. Second, the Lua runtime creates a new stack and ob-
ject bindings each time the iteration script runs. These startup
costs are drawbacks of using a scripting language instead of
binary executables or bytecodes like WebAssembly.
To test our hypothesis, we run wrk2 five times with each
client configuration. Figure 14 shows the latency distributions
at the 50th, 75th, 90th, and 99th percentiles on the X-axis. Up
to the 75th percentile, the latency for all BumbleBee config-
urations is very close to Envoy, between 6.5% to 12% extra
overhead, where the absolute value for the latency overhead
is between 0.15ms and 0.35ms. However, the cost of iterating
over the queue is apparent at the very tail of the distribution.
For example, at the 90th percentile, the iteration script’s la-
tency is 23% more than Envoy’s, and at the 99th percentile it
is 9.5% more.
To further quantify BumbleBee’s latency overhead when
iterating the queue, we ran a micro-benchmark over a 10,000
length queue and called the size() function on each request.
We measured the amortized latency overhead of iterating over
a single request and found this value to be negligible, an
average of 0.26µs.
5 Related work
Adaptation in mobile computing: Resources in mobile
computing are highly constrained as opposed to a data-center
environment. Prior adaptation systems [13, 30] trade applica-
tion fidelity for various metrics. Similar to BumbleBee’s call-
back functionality, Odyssey [30] create a collaborative adap-
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tation solution that notifies applications to adapt their fidelity.
On-demand distillation [13] performs “on-the-fly” adaptive
transcoding of web contents based on the client’s bandwidth,
similar to BumbleBee’s dynamic transformation. However,
these systems do no expose control over the enqueued data
which is critical to correcting “head-of-line” blocking issues.
Many others [4, 8, 9] integrate adaptation logic for better
use of computation resources. Cyber foraging [4] is a run-
time framework that allows developers to write and deploy
complex adaptation tactics. MAUI [9] and CloneCloud [8]
partition application code, either with developer-defined an-
notations (MAUI) or through static analysis (CloneCloud).
Then, they adaptively offload partitions between local execu-
tion (on the mobile device) to remote execution. BumbleBee
can be thought of as an extension to these systems where it
can redirect the offloading traffic based on runtime variables
such as network bandwidth.
Adaptation in video streaming: Video streaming [19,21,28,
32, 34, 41] is another domain that employs various adapta-
tion strategies to improve video watching experience. A few
recent works [27, 41] propose video streaming servers that
adaptively select the best bit-rate by using machine learn-
ing to predict the bandwidth or transmission time. Others
have developed video clients to adapt to network conditions
changes for fairness [21] and stability [19], to minimize re-
buffering [34], and to handle unexpected network outage [32].
While the individual solutions vary, these solutions can easily
be reimplemented in BumbleBee and leverage the low-level
networking metrics and control available by BumbleBee to
achieve improved performance (as shown in Section 4.2).
Other Adaptations: Odessa [33] is an adaptive runtime for
partitioning and executing computer vision application re-
motely. The runtime balances the level of pipelining and
data-parallelism to achieve low latency under variable net-
work conditions. Kahawai [10] is a system for cloud gam-
ing where clients with modest local GPUs collaborate with
powerful cloud servers to generate high-fidelity frames. Ka-
hawai adapts to network changes by adjusting the fidelity and
frame rate of frames. Outatime [22] is a speculative execution
system for cloud gaming where thin-clients send input and
servers at the cloud render speculative frames of future possi-
ble outcomes while adapting to network tail latencies. These
systems can leverage the scripting interface and in-network
processing capabilities of BumbleBee to improve or simplify
their adaptation strategy.
In-network Processing: The concept of in-network process-
ing has been proposed over two decades ago where custom in-
network applications are deployed at the router to provide ad-
ditional functionalities, e.g., webpage caching [36]. Recent de-
velopments in networking hardware (e.g., smart NIC, FPGA)
have led to revisiting the idea of in-network processing. Flex-
ible programming languages such as P4 [5] have emerged to
simplify the development of in-network processing applica-
tions. As a result, many [16, 23, 24, 35] have explored using
in-network processing for wide variety of use cases such as im-
proving consensus protocols (NOPaxos [24]), faster transac-
tions (Eris [23]), network telemetry (Sonata [16]), or improv-
ing network functionalities, e.g., DNS and NAT (Emu [35]).
Along the lines of these work, BumbleBee allows in-network
processing of custom adaptation logic but for containerized
environments such as Kubernetes.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a set of container-
orchestration extensions to support application-aware adap-
tion called BumbleBee. BumbleBee provides a clean program-
ming interface for making decisions about network data using
application semantics. Whereas existing in-network process-
ing abstractions support stateless, per-message computation,
BumbleBee exposes a small amount of state to in-network
scripts via a shared queue abstraction. The queue abstraction
provides sufficient additional context to enable many benefi-
cial adaptation strategies without modifying existing source-
code. Experiments with a BumbleBee prototype demonstrate
the benefits of our approach. We show that BumbleBee helps
a video-analytics application utilize cloud resources when
available and operate without interruption when disconnected,
and BumbleBee helps the Fugu video server eliminate all
stalling while sacrificing only 6-24% mean resolution.
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